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Abstract

Strain relaxations at metallic interfaces are usually predicted on the basis of macroscopic lattice mismatch. The new concept of
mesoscopic mismatch is introduced, which will be more appropriate to discuss stress and strain fields near metallic islands on
metallic surfaces. Using recently developed ab initio based many body potentials, the impact of mesoscopic mismatch on
heteroepitaxial and homoepitaxial growth is investigated. Co and Cu islands on Cu(1 0 0) and Co islands on Cu(1 1 1) are
studied.
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Interactions between atoms in bulk systems determine
the intrinsic equilibrium bond length. If some material
is grown on a substrate with a different bond length the
lattice mismatch at the interface leads to strain fields.
Strain can be relieved through the introduction of defects
in the atomic structure, such as dislocations, or by an
atomic rearrangement. The strain-relief patterns can be
used for atomic engineering which allows one to fabri-
cate fascinating materials at the nanoscale, such as
quantum dotsw1x and magnetic vertical pillarsw2x.
Usually strain relaxations are predicted on the basis of
the macroscopic lattice mismatch between the two mate-
rials. However, if the deposited system is of mesoscopic
size of several hundred atoms, its intrinsic bond lengths
are different from the bond length in the bulk material.
In this case the strain induced at the interface can locally
distort the surface in an unpredictable way. Even in the
case of homoepitaxy, where no macroscopic mismatch
is present, the mesoscopic mismatch may lead to the
drastic strain relaxationsw3x. We demonstrate unexpect-
ed scenarios of strain-relief in mesoscopic islands in
metal hetero- and homoepitaxy. Our results lead to the
conclusion that the size-dependent mesoscopic mis-
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match, rather than the macroscopic one, is the driving
force for strain-relieving effects at the mesoscale.

2. Mesoscopic mismatch in heteroepitaxial growth

2.1. Co islands on Cu(1 0 0)

We choose for our presentation Co islands on
Cu(1 0 0) due to the importance of this system in
magnetoelectronics. It has been believed that strain
relaxations at the CoyCu(1 0 0) interface are determined
by the mismatch between Co and Cu bulk. This mac-
roscopic mismatchm between Co and Cu defined as0

m s(a ya )ya (a and a are lattice constants)0 Cu Co Cu Cu Co

is only f2%. This would suggest a small tensile strain
in Co nanostructures on Cu(1 0 0). However, mesoscop-
ic and macroscopic islands should adopt their intrinsic
bond lengths, which can be different from the bond
length in bulk. Therefore, the strain induced at the
interface can locally be larger and may stronger affect
structural, electronic and magnetic properties, than
expected. For example, a small strain of order only
0.1% can produce significant changes in the magnetic
anisotropy w4x. Several recent experiments have sug-
gested that strain relaxations for the submonolayer cov-
eragew5,6x or even for a few monolayersw7x cannot be
explained by the macroscopic mismatch between bulk
materials. Unexpected in-plane lattice spacing oscilla-
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Fig. 1. Size-dependent mismatch for the Co squareCu Co Cums(r yr )yrb b

islands on Cu(1 0 0) ( —first bond length for Cu bulk;r —aver-Cu Corb
age bond length in Co islands).

Fig. 2. Evolution in the shape of the Co square islands(dark) on Cu(1 0 0) and the surface under the islands(light).

tions during the growth of Co on Cu(1 0 0) w3x and
ramified copper islands on Ni(1 0 0) w8x are further
examples of unusual strain relaxations at the nanoscale.
In order to get a deeper insight into the local strain

relaxations on an atomic scale, the equilibrium geome-
tries of plane square Co islands of different sizes(up to
600 atoms) on Cu(1 0 0) are calculated by computing
the forces at each atomic site and relaxing the geometry

of islands and the substrate atoms. We use a quasi-ab
initio molecular dynamics methodw9x, which is based
on the tight-binding approximation for many body
potentials. Accurate first principle spin-polarized calcu-
lations of cluster–substrate propertiesw10x are performed
to construct the interatomic potentials at the Coy
Cu(1 0 0) interface. It has been shown that surface and
bulk properties are well described by this methodw9x.
In Fig. 1 we show the change in the mismatch with

the size of Co islands. It is seen, that the mesoscopic
mismatch between small Co islands and the Cu substrate
is considerably larger than the mismatch calculated from
the lattice constants of the two materials.
Only for Co islands incorporating more than 200

atoms the local strain can be described by the macro-
scopic mismatch. We found that both the mesoscopic
and macroscopic mismatch depend on the size of the
islands and for the islands larger than 60 atoms mismatch
scales asN (N—number of atoms in the island).y0.5

Such scaling behavior is determined by the relaxations
of edge atoms of the islands, whose number changes as
N . For very small islands(for example,Ns9) the0.5

mismatch is approximately 30% smaller than obtained
from ‘asymptotic’ prediction based on scaling law, but
extremely large, since practically all atoms are edge
atoms. One very fundamental issue predicted by these
results is the possible strong impact of the size-depend-
ent mismatch on the local strain field. In particular, one
might expect significant adsorbate-induced structural
modifications on the surface, which will be different for
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Fig. 3. Vertical displacement(dyd )yd in the topmost layer of1 0 0 1 0 0

Cu(1 0 0) surface under Co island calculated across theN1 1 0M36

direction; d s1.8075 A—interlayer distance in Cu(1 0 0); a s1 0 0 0
˚

3.615 A—Cu fcc lattice constant.˚

Fig. 4. Vertical displacement(dyd )yd in Co island on1 1 1 1 1 1 36

Cu(1 1 1) and the substrate under the island calculated across the
N1 1 0M direction;d s2.0871 A—interlayer distance in Cu(1 1 1).1 1 1

˚

small and large islands. In other words, the substrate
can dynamically respond to the growth of islands and
can exhibit a strong inhomogeneous strain distribution
during the growth process.
To give clear demonstration of the impact of the

mesoscopic mismatch on the structure of CoyCu inter-
face, we show in Fig. 2 an evolution in the shape of the
Co islands and the morphology of the substrate.
These striking results reveal that the islands and the

surface layers are not flat anymore. The islands assume
a platelike shape and an adsorption ‘hole’ appears in
the surface under the island. The islands locally distort
the surface and induce strongly inhomogeneous dis-
placement pattern in the substrate. With increasing size
of the islands the strain-depth profile in the substrate
and the shape of islands show a dynamical behavior:
the depth of the strain region in the surface and ‘bend-
ing’ of islands become smaller for larger islands. As an
example, we present in Fig. 3 the lattice distortions for
the Cu substrate atoms under and in the vicinity of the
Co island. The surface atoms under the islands are36

pushed down, while atoms at the outer edge of the
islands are pushed up.
None of the above observations could be predicted

by the classical theory of monolayer growth based on
the macroscopic lattice mismatch, while some interesting
steps in the modification of this theory to the nanoscale
were madew11x. The driving force for the strain-relief
at the mesoscale is associated with the mesoscopic
mismatch between Co islands and the Cu substrate,
which is significantly larger than the macroscopic one
(cf. Fig. 1).

2.2. Co islands on Cu(1 1 1)

In addition to the Co islands on Cu(1 0 0) also Co
islands on Cu(1 1 1) have been investigated. STM

experiments have shownw12x, that stacking faults at the
CoyCu interface enhance the injection probability of
electrons into the interface. Other experimentsw13x
observed a growth of trilayer cobalt islands on Cu(1 1 1)
with one subsurface layer. The Co islands are surrounded
by a brim of Cu.
We extended our analysis to Co islands on Cu(1 1 1)

to demonstrate the general applicability of the concept
of mesoscopic mismatch and to study the real structure
of the islands in more detail. Fig. 4 shows the structure
of a Co island on Cu(1 1 1). We observe a strong36

compressive strain at the Cu atoms below the Co island
and a tensile strain at the boundary of the island. The
triangular Co island on Cu(1 1 1) shows the same36

characteristic shape(platelike) as the quadratic island
on Cu(1 0 0).
Fig. 5 shows the structure and displacements of a

trilayer Co island on Cu(1 1 1). One layer of the island
is embedded in the Cu surface. While the first two
layers show the platelike shape the third layer has a
tentlike shape. The calculated displacements for the
particular layers show, that the tensile strain at the
boundary of the island is reduced. A strong relaxation
towards the Cu surface is obtained.
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Fig. 5. Vertical displacement(dyd )yd in a trilayer Co island1 1 1 1 1 1

on Cu(1 1 1) calculated across theN1 1 0M direction. One layer of the
island is embedded in the Cu surface. The island consists of 36, 28,
21 atoms in consecutive layers.

Fig. 6. Size-dependent mismatch for the Cu squareCu Cu Cums(r yr )yrb b

islands on Cu(1 0 0) (r —average bond length in Cu islands).Cu

Fig. 7. Vertical displacement(dyd )yd of the atoms in the top-1 0 0 1 0 0

most layer of Cu(1 0 0) under Cu island calculated across the36

N1 1 0M direction.

3. Strain relaxation in homoepitaxy

In view of these results one can expect that even in
the case of homoepitaxy, where there is no macroscopic
mismatch, the mesoscopic mismatch may lead to the
drastic strain relaxations. We perform calculations for
the Cu square islands on the Cu(1 0 0). The small Cu
islands have different bond lengths compared to the Cu
bulk, therefore the mesoscopic mismatch between the
Cu islands and the Cu substrate exists. In Fig. 6 we
present the size-dependent mesoscopic mismatch for the
homoepitaxial growth.
The above results suggest that strain relaxations may

be strong even in the absence of the macroscopic
mismatch. We found that the mesoscopic Cu islands
induce an inhomogeneous strain distribution in the Cu
substrate. The strain-relief leads to the atomic distortions
in the surface in the same manner as it was found for

the CoyCu system. The atomic rearrangement in the Cu
substrate induced by the Cu island is shown in Fig. 7.36

Similar to the heteroepitaxy, the homoepitaxy at the
mesoscale proceeds by the same pronounced structural
changes in the substrate and the shape of the island.
The Cu island assumes a tentlike shape, where the edge
atoms in island are the lowest. The Cu surface atoms
under Cu island are pushed down into the substrate,
while atoms at the outer edge of the Cu island are
pushed up.
For islands larger than 25 atoms the scaling behavior

is the same as for heteroepitaxy(cf. Fig. 1).
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4. Conclusions

Our findings lead to the conclusion that the meso-
scopic islands in homo- and heteroepitaxy grow in an
unexpected fashion and cause significant displacements
in the surface. Strain fields associated with these distor-
tions in the island and substrate can have a profound
effect on surface diffusion and can affect the growth
modes. We think that it will be possible to detect strain
fields at the mesoscale using, for example, a new X-ray
diffraction imaging procedure recently presented in
Naturew14x. Theoretical and experimental studies of the
mesoscopic strain will be of a great importance in a
variety of fundamental and technical problems. Recently
the first experimental manifestation of the size-depend-
ent mesoscopic mismatch has been found by Sander et
al. w15x. It was demonstrated that stress oscillations in a
growing metal film are determined by the relaxation of
the size-dependent mesoscopic misfit.
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